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HSQL Database Engine is a Java based relational database engine.
In keeping with its open design it supports a large subset of

ANSI-92 SQL. HSQL supports standard SQL syntax including SQL92
for SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT and DELETE, as well as ANSI SQL 98
for CREATE, ALTER, DROP and other views. The HSQL Database
Engine is an object oriented relational database engine. It is not
limited to an in memory approach but can also be used as a disk
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based engine, allowing it to scale well, so it can be used with
mainstream enterprise database technology as well as mainstream

Java technology. There is no single transaction model, and the
read and write models support a variety of applications as well as
most storage technologies. HSQL Database Engine Benefits: Open
source, fast, and easy to use. Compatible with Hibernate, JPA, JDBC

Supports SQL92 standard including SQL92 for SELECT, UPDATE,
INSERT and DELETE Supports ANSI SQL 98 CREATE and ALTER

views Use of JDBC means it can use most mainstream database
drivers, including all the major databases available to Java

Supports transactions with in memory tables, in disk based tables,
both based upon the JTA and XA standards. Specification: HSQL
Database Engine SQL Support: In memory tables Disks tables
Transactions with in memory or disks tables SQL92 standard

including JOIN, GROUP BY, ORDER BY, WHERE, CROSS, and more
ANSI SQL 98 CREATE and ALTER views Replication between in

memory and disk tables Database backups Applications that run
directly against Java JDBC APIs Create Entity Manager with in

memory tables Create Entity Manager with disks tables JPA Auto-
persistence of in memory tables Load Data Models from in memory

tables Selective Auto-persistence of in memory tables Create
Direct / Unidirectional FKs Read ReadUnidirectional and FK

Collection Alter Direct / Unidirectional FKs Create Base and Mapped
M2M Properties Create Audit Mapped Properties Create List and
List Collection Properties Create Structural Mapped Properties
Create Mapped Foreign Keys Create FK Mappings Create JPQL

Queries Create H
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source, SQL/Java database engine using the standards defined by
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). HSQL Database
Engine supports a wide range of databases including SAP, Oracle,
DB2, Derby, Postgres, and InnoDB. It can be used for: Application

development, Online e-commerce, Database testing and
administration, Application packaging, and DB2 UDB

benchmarking. HSQL Database Engine Features: HSQL Database
Engine is a robust, highly-configurable SQL database engine for
developing Java applications. HSQL Database Engine lets you
select a driver and properties file to manage your connection

string. HSQL Database Engine supports a wide variety of
databases including the popular DB2 LUW. Support for JDBC is

included so you can choose from a large collection of drivers. HSQL
Database Engine includes support for a variety of database types

such as: SAP (JDBC, ADO, JDBC), Oracle (JDBC, ADO), DB2 LUW
(JDBC), Derby (JDBC), Postgres (JDBC), InnoDB (JDBC), and A JDBC

4 driver that supports UDB technology. HSQL Database Engine was
developed by a small team of Java and database developers with

an emphasis on small footprint, portability, and performance.
HSQL Database Engine is portable to any Linux or UNIX platform
including RedHat, SUSE, Mandrake, Debian, AIX, Mac OSX, and

VMware VMware. HSQL Database Engine is very well written, easy
to maintain, and is highly configurable and extendable HSQL

Database Engine is certified as compliant with ANSI92. According
to ANSI standards, a database application can be certified as
compliant if it uses only the physical-to-logical and logical-to-

logical transactional boundaries (e.g. the boundary between a data
file and a log file). For more information about ANSI standards visit:

HSQL Database Engine Source: HSQL Database Engine is
distributed as a source tarball, under the GPL license. The source

code is compiled into a platform independent jarfile and java
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programs can be written against the jar file as if it was a Java class
library. For more information, visit the HSQL homepage: http

b7e8fdf5c8
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HSQL Database Engine (HSEARCH) is a relational database
management system (RDBMS) which supports the ANSI-92 SQL
standards for querying and managing relational databases. HSQL
supports an object-oriented query language, the HSQL Query
Language (HSQLQL) and an SQL query language. HSQL supports
the REPAIR, TRUNCATE, and VACUUM commands. It provides a
package manager, a debugger, a XML schema, and a connection
pooler. HSQL has a large base of users and is used by a large
number of software providers, including one of the worlds largest
Java development tools makers. HSQL Database Engine
Installation: The HSQL Database Engine application includes the
HSQL Database Engine. It requires one of the following operating
systems: Solaris, Linux, HP-UX or Windows NT. File download:
Licensing information: Please download it and read the
readme.html file in the archive. Alternatively, if you would like to
register now for the license and the downloading of the latest
version of the database engine, then please go to: Web site: For
more information please read the HSQLDB Installation Guide:
Notes about HSQL Version 2.1.3 There are a couple of notes about
this version of HSQL: * If you are using a 32-bit operating system
and have more than 2 GB of RAM, the -O2 -aH optimization flags
have been added to the configuration file. The -a flag makes the
tool notice "all debug flags" and the -O2 makes it get those
optimizations. By default, the configuration file only looks for the -a
flags. This makes it a little bit more likely that the configuration file
is set up properly. * The system property hsqldb.dbc.url has been
removed and the -url
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What's New in the HSQL Database Engine?

HSQL Database Engine is a Java based relational database engine
with a JDBC driver, supporting a large subset of ANSI-92 SQL. A
small, fast engine with both in memory and disk based tables.
JDBC or J2EE Database API support - for both application server
and client based applications. If you are looking to develop a Java-
based enterprise application, HSQL JDBC, ORM or other
frameworks should be a consideration for your Java web
application design. HSQL Database Engine Features: HSQL
Database Engine is a JDBC database management engine,
supporting a large subset of ANSI-92 SQL. The HSQL Database
Engine does not require an ORM framework; this engine is a pure
JDBC database access provider. HSQL Database Engine is a low-
memory, high performance database engine. It is a perfect
solution for applications where size and performance requirements
are both demanding and critical. HSQL Database Engine is
designed to be memory efficient and to quickly load data into in-
memory tables so your application can be more responsive to the
user. Waqar Ahmed added a comment - 25/Mar/09 02:37 am I
released a 2.0 version of HSQL which works with Hibernate 2.0.
Please download it.Disposable cups are everywhere. And they’re
everywhere because everybody makes them. And everybody
makes them because, in the words of the old saying, the only
constant is change. The easiest thing in life to become a
millionaire is to get rich. The hardest thing in life to become a
millionaire is to not make any money. The fastest food to a child is
a hamburger. The slowest food is sitting in a food queue. The
easiest way to make an invention is to invent it. The hardest way is
to explain it. The easiest way to learn a foreign language is to take
the course. The hardest way is to just read the book. The easiest
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way to learn any skill is to pick up the book. The hardest way is to
go to a tutor. The easiest way to travel is to fly on a plane. The
slowest way is to go on a bus. The easiest way to commute is to
take the train. The slowest way to commute is to take a taxi. The
easiest way to publish a magazine is to go to a printing press. The
slowest way is to go to the library
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